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 In this paper, we define another types of Lindelof on bitopological space, 

namely N-Lindelof , S-Lindelof and pair-wise Lindelof spaces, and we introduce 

some properties about these types.  
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Introduction: 

In 1963, the term of bitopological space was   used for 

the first time by Kelly [1].A set  equipped with two 

topologies is called a  bitopological space and denoted 

by ),,(  X , where ),( X and ),(  X  are two 

topological spaces. In 2010 N.A.Jabbar and A.I.Nasir 

introduced N-open set [2]. A subset A of a 

bitopological space ),,(  X  is called an N-open set 

if and only if it is open in the space ),(  X  , 

where   is the supremum topology on X  

contains   and   .In this paper, we introduce the 

concept of N-Lindelof space. A bitopological space 

),,(  X is said to be an N-Lindelof space if and only 

if every N-open cover of X  has a countable  

subcover, we study some properties of this kind of  

Lindelof space. Also we introduce the concept of S-

Lindelof and pair-wise Lindelof. We also study the 

relationships among the three kinds of Lindelof   

spaces.     

1. N-Lindelof Space 

In this section, we give the definitions of N-open set, 

N-Lindelof space in bitopological spaces. 

open cover of X which is an N-Lindelof space 

.Therefore, there exists a countable number of 

  :U
   

  − AX  iU
i
:  is a 

countable subcover of X .Since XA and AX −  

covers no part of A  , then  
 iU

i
:  is a 

countable subcover of A .So A  is N-Lindelof  set . 
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1.1 Definition [1] 

Let X be a non-empty set, let  ,  be any two 

topologies on X , then ),,(  X is called 

bitopological space. 

1.2 Definition [2] 

A subset A of a bitopological space ),,(  X  is called 

an N-open set if and only if it is open in the space 

),(  X  , where   is the supremum topology 

on X contains   and   . 

1.3 Definition [2]    

The complement of an N-open set in a bitopological 

space ),,(  X  is called N-closed set.  

1.4 Remark 

Let ),,(  X  be a bitopological space, then: 

Every open set in ),( X  or in ),(  X is an N-open 

set in ),,(  X . 

Every closed set in ),( X  or in ),(  X is an N-closed 

set in ),,(  X . 

1.5 Note: 

The opposite direction of remark 1.4 may be untrue as 

the following example shows : 

1.11 Definition [2] 

A function ),,(),,(: TTYXf →  is said to be an 

N-continuous function if and only if the inverse image 

of each N-open subset of Y is an N-open subset of X . 

1.12 Theorem 

The N-continuous image of an N-Lindelof space is an 

N-Lindelof space . 

Proof: 

Let ),,(  X be an N-Lindelof space, and let 
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),,(),,(: TTYXf → be an N- continuous, onto 

function. To show that ),,( TTY 
is an N-Lindelof 

space ,let 
  :U

be an N- open cover of Y , 

then 
 −  :)(1 Uf

 is an N-open cover of X , 

which is N-Lindelof space .So there exists a countable 

number of 
 −  :)(1 Uf

 such that the family 

 NiUf
i

− :)(1

  covers X and since f is onto, 

then  
 NiU

i
:  is a countable subcover of 

Y .Hence Y is N-Lindelof space. 

2. S-Lindelof Space 

In this section, we give the definition of S-Lindelof 

space, then we study pair-wise Lindelof space in 

bitopological spaces and relationships between them 

and the N-Lindelof. 

2.1 Definition [3]   

A subset A  of a bitopological space ),,(  X is said 

to be S-open set if it is  -open or   -open. The 

complement of the S-open set is called S-closed set. 

Example 

Let
 3,2,1=X

,
    XX ,2, and,1,  ==

    

then   =
     X,2,1,2,1,

 is the family of all 

N-open subsets of ),,(  X .
 2,1

 is an N- open set in 

),,(  X but it is not open in both  ),( X  and  

),(  X . So 
 3

 is an N-closed set in ),,(  X which 

is not closed in both ),( X  and ),(  X . 

1.6 Definition [2] 

Let ),,(  X  be a bitopological space, let A   be   a 

subset of X .A subcollection of the family     is 

called an N-open cover of A  if the union of  members 

of this collection contains A .  

1.7 Definition 

A bitopological space ),,(  X is said to be an  N-

Lindelof space if and only if every N-open  cover of 

X  has a countable subcover. 

1.8 Corollary  

If ),,(  X  is an N-Lindelof space. Then both  

),( X  and ),(  X are Lindelof spaces. 

Proof:  

Follows from remark 1.4. 

1.9 Corollary 

If   is a subfamily of   . Then ),,(  X  is an  N-

Lindelof  space if and only if ),( X  and ),(  X  are 

Lindelof spaces.   

Proof : 

Necessity , follows from corollary (1.8).   Sufficiency, 

in view of   is a subfamily of                   , then 

 = . So ),,(  X  is N-Lindelof .   

1.10 Corollary 

The N-closed subset of an N-Lindelof space is N-

Lindelof . 

Proof: 

Let ),,(  X  be an N-Lindelof space and let           

A  be an N-closed subset of  X . To show that A   is 

an N-Lindelof set .Let 
  :U

 be an  N-open 

cover of A  . Since A  is N-closed subset of X , then 

AX −  is an N-open subset of X , so 

  − AX   :U
 is an N- 

there exists a countable number of 
  :U   

  − AX  iU
i
:  is a countable 

subcover of X .Since XA and AX −  covers no 

part of A  , then  
 iU

i
:  is a countable 

subcover of A .So A  is S-Lindelof  set . 

2.8 Definition [4] 

Let ),,(),,(: TTYXf →  be a function .Then f  

is said to be a bicontiunous function  if and only if 

− )(1 Uf
for each TU  , and 

 − )(1 Vf
for 

each  TV   

2.9 Example 

Let
       2,1,2,1,,,3,2,1 XX  ==

and D =
 

Let
    aYTcbaY ,,,,, ==

and IT =
.Define

),,(),,(: TTYXf →  bfaf == )2(,)1( and

cf =)3( .Then f is bicontiunous function .Where 

D and I  are the discrete and indiscrete topologies on 

X  and Y respectively. 

2.10 Lemma 

A bicontiunous image of an S-Lindelof space is an S-

lindelof space. 

Proof: 
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Let ),,(),,(: TTYXf → be a bicontiunous, onto 

function and let ),,(  X be an S-Lindelof space. To 

show that ),,( TTY 
 is an S-Lindelof, let 

  :U
 be an S-open cover of Y , then 

 −  :)(1 Uf
 is an S-open cover of X ,which is 

an S-Lindelof space. Therefore there exists a countable 

number of 
 −  :)(1 Uf

 such that the family 

 NiUf
i

− :)(1

  covers X and since f is onto 

,then 
 NiU

i
:  is a countable subcover of 

Y .HenceY is S-Lindelof space. 

2.11 Corollary 

Every N-Lindelof space is an S-Lindelof space. 

Proof: 

Follows from remark 2.2. 

2.2 Remark   

Every S-open (S-closed) set in bitopological space 

),,(  X is an N-open (N-closed) set. 

The converse of the remark 2.2 need not be true, see 

the example of note (1.5), where the set 
 2,1

is N-

open set which is not S-open. So
 3

is N-closed set 

which is not S-closed set. 

2.3 Definition [3] 

Let ),,(  X be a bitopological space, let A  be a 

subset of X .A subcollection of the family    is 

called an S-open cover of A  if the union of members 

of this collection contains A . 

2.4 Definition 

A bitopological space ),,(  X  is called an S-

Lindelof if and only if every S-open cover of X has a 

countable subcover. 

2.5 Corollary 

If ),,(  X  is an S-Lindelof space. Then both  

),( X  and ),(  X are Lindelof spaces. 

Proof: 

Clear. 

2.6 Corollary 

If   is a subfamily of   .Then ),,(  X  is an S-

Lindelof space if and only if ),( X and ),(  X are 

Lindelof spaces. 

Proof: 

Clear. 

2.7 Lemma  

The S-closed subset of an S-Lindelof space is S-

Lindelof .  

Proof: 

Let ),,(  X  be an S-Lindelof space and let A  be an 

S-closed subset of  X . To show that A  is an S-

Lindelof set .Let 
  :U

 be an S-open cover 

of A  . Since A  is S-closed subset of X , then AX −  

is an S-open subset of X , so 

  − AX   :U
is an S-open cover of 

X which is an S-Lindelof space .Therefore, IF   is a 

subfamily of    and ),(  X  is a Lindelof space, then 

),,(  X is a pair-wise Lindelof space. 

Proof:  

Suppose that   is a subfamily of    and  ),(  X  be a 

Lindelof space. Then by corollary (1.9) , ),,(  X is 

an N-Lindelof and by corollary (2.11), ),,(  X  is S-

Lindelof.Therefore ),,(  X is a pair-wise Lindelof . 

2.19 Lemma 

If ),( X  and ),(  X  are Lindelof spaces .Then 

),,(  X is S-Lindelof if and only if it is a pair-wise 

Lindelof. 

Proof: 

Necessities,follows from corollary (2.17).  

Sufficiency, suppose ),,(  X is a pair-wise Lindelof 

space, to prove it is an S-Lindelof space, let 

  :U
 be an S-open cover of X ,then there 

are three probabilities . 

IF 
  :U

is a  - open cover, since ),( X is 

Lindelof space, then 
  :U

 has a countable 

subcover of X , so X  is an S-Lindelof. 

IF 
  :U

is a   - open cover, since ),(  X  

is Lindelof space, then 
  :U

 has a 

countable subcover of X , so X  is an S-Lindelof. 

If 
  :U

is a pair-wise open cover, since 

),,(  X  is a pair-wise Lindelof space ,then 

  :U
has a countable subcover, so X  is an 

S-Lindelof. 
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From the above three probabilities we have X  is an 

S-Lindelof. 

2.12 Corollary 

Let ),,(  X be a bitopological space. If   is a 

subfamily of   .Then the concepts of S-lindelof and 

N-Lindelof are coincident. 

Proof: 

Follows from corollary (1.9) and corollary (2.6).  

2.13 Definition [3] 

Let ),,(  X be a bitopological space and let 

XA .An S-open cover of A  is called a pair-wise 

open cover if it contains at least one non-empty 

element from   and at least one non-empty element 

from  . 

2.14 Example  

Let
   1,,,3,2,1 XX  ==

 . 

Let
      3,2,3,2,, X =

. 

Then the cover 
      3,2,1=C

 is a pair-wise open 

cover of X . 

2.15 Remark  

It follows from the definition (2.13) that every pair-

wise open cover of the bitopological space 

),,(  X is an S-open cover . 

The converse of the remark 2.15 need not be true, for 

example [2]: 

Let
   1,,,3,2,1 XX  ==

.           

Let
        X,2,1,3,2,3,2, = . 

Then the cover 
    3,2,1=C  is an S-open cover of 

X , but it is not pair-wise open cover  

2.16 Definition  

A bitopological space ),,(  X is called a pair-wise 

Lindelof space if every pair-wise open cover of X has 

a countable subcover. 

2.17 Corollary 

Every S-Lindelof space is a pair-wise Lindelof  space .  

 Proof: 

Follows from remark (2.15). 
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 بعض أنواع فضاءات ليندلوف على الفضاءات الثنائية 

 فوزي نوري نصار  

 الخالصة:
 Sوفىيي فبا  ترييث فئ ي  N -فييه اييلب ب ، يين   تعريي  نواع يير  مييفبا  تييعن ليي  فىيي فبا  ترييث فئ ه ييم ب هىيي فبا ب ير لويي    ييعتر ا  فىيي فبا  ترييث فئ   

 وفى ف  ترث فئ ب ير له بألو ه .ودرب ة باض تفبص اله ب هى فبا وب االتة نتره  . 

 

 


